Nordic collaboration

NSCN creates and coordinates projects to strengthen the co-operation between the Nordic higher education institutions in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden. Also autonomous areas, such as the University of the Faroe Islands, are partnering with the NSCN.

During the past years, The Nordic Council of Ministers has granted funding for the joint development projects.

Recent NSCN projects:

- The Nordic SuLiTest-project 2015–2016: Applies the international Sustainability Literacy Test for students into the Nordic context.


- The Rio+20 -project 2014–2015: Surveyed the implementation of Rio+20 commitments in the Nordic HEIs.

- Global Alliance of universities’ sustainability networks. Global impact by SDG Accord (Sustainable Development Goals) and other activities.
  
  www.educationalliance.global

More about the projects
nordicsustainablecampusnetwork.wordpress.com/projects
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“Nordic universities should act as encouraging examples of sustainable communities and strengthen Nordic visibility in global networks.”

We focus both in academic activities as well as campus greening.
Welcome to NSCN!

By joining the network you’ll reach colleagues and stay up to date.

If your organization wants to join NSCN, please send NSCN coordinator:
• the name of your institution
• contact persons´ e-mails
• link to your website
• your logo

If you personally want to participate, join our mailing list through NSCN coordinator.

NSCN is targeted primarily for Nordic HEIs´ staff members and there is no membership fee.

Contact:
NSCN chair                     NSCN coordinator
Meri Löyttyniemi  Meeri Karvinen
meri.loyyttyniemi@aalto.fi     meeri.karvinen@aalto.fi
tel. +358 50 313 7549      +358 50 407 1884

Further information:
nordicsustainablecampusnetwork.wordpress.com
nuas.org/sustainability

Goals of NSCN

• To strengthen the role of sustainable development in all university operations
• To increase collaboration between teaching and campus operations
• To engage universities’ top management in sustainable development
• To change attitudes at campuses to support sustainable activities
• To increase student engagement
• To strengthen Nordic universities’ role in global networks

Activities

• Events for university staff working with sustainability issues, also student contributions
• Nordic development projects
• Distributing information through NSCN mailing list, website and LinkedIn
• Expanding the network to reach sustainability experts in all Nordic higher education institutions

NSCN is a part of The Nordic Association of University Administrators, NUAS, where it forms a working group “NUAS Sustainability”. Activities are managed by 9 member institutions.

Local and global collaboration

In addition to NUAS, NSCN members co-operate with a wide variety of stakeholders. We have activities with local, national and global campus greening and ESD networks – check our website for useful links. The Environmental Association for Universities and Colleges (EAUC) is among our strategic partner networks.

This flyer can be found at NSCN website in pdf-format. If you print, make me double-sided, choose eco-friendly paper, circulate, and recycle properly afterwards. Thank you!